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Tip Out Report 

efish allows you to implement our automated tip management solution for each location once your rules have 

been set up by Pointblank Software Support based on your instructions. The Tip Out System within efish will 

essentially replace any spreadsheet tracking currently used. The Tip Out Report shows you how the tips break 

down by employee based on the rules you set and is broken down into 3 parts, Employee Summary, Shift 

Details, and Tip Pool Rules.  

 

Filters:  The first thing you want to do is select the desired Date and Location at the top of the page, then click 

[Go], This will generate the tip out report for that day and location. 

 
Employee Summary: The top section of the Tip Out Report is the employee Summary, this section shows you 

the cash sales, cash tips, credit card tips, Calculated & Applied tips based on each rule set up in efish, net pool 

tips, net credit card pool tips, and total net tips for each employee.  

1. Active Rules: any active rules will appear in the top bar, the will display the Sender job type and the Receiver job Type with an 

arrow indicating who is paying who. 

2. First Four Columns: The first column lists the employees name, the 2nd lists cash sales, the 3rd lists cash tips, and the 4th 

column lists credit card tips.  

3. Center Columns: The number of center columns is based on the number of active tip rules in the system for each location. 

Each tip rule will display a Calculated & Applied Amount, if the number displayed under the Calculated & Applied columns is 

red it indicates that the employee paid that amount into the tip pool for that rule, if the number is black it indicates that the 

employee received that amount from the tip pool for that rule. (keep in mind due to rounding you may see a variance of 1-2 

cents but anything beyond that should not occur.) 

4. Last 3 Columns: The last 3 columns display the Net Pool amount, which is the total amount that employee either paid (red) or 

received (black) from the tip pool. Net CC+ Pool amount, which is total credit card tips +/- the Net Pool Amount. The last 

column displays the Total Net Tip amount for each employee after all rules have been calculated. 

5. Totals Row: The bottom row of the Employee Summary section displays the totals for all employees. 

6. Edit Labor + Reapply Rules: the [Edit Labor Button] allows you to make changes or adjustments to an employee’s time, once 

you make any needed adjustments you must click the [Reapply Rules Button] to reapply the tip rules and update the report. 
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Shift Details: Below the Employee Summary you will find Shift Details which will display each employee as well 

as their job type and clock-in/clock-out times, Basis, Calc amount, amount they sent or received for each rule. 

1. Active Rules: any active rules will appear in the top bar, the will display the Sender job type and the Receiver job Type with an 

arrow indicating who is paying who. 

2. First 2 Columns: the first column is Employee, which displays the employees name & clock-in/clock-out times. The 2nd column 

is Job, which displays the employees job type during that shift.  

3. Center Columns: The number of columns in the center is based on how many active rules are in the system for each location. 

Under each active rule there are 4 columns displayed.  

o Column 1 = Basis, The total sales for that employee based on the rule.  

o Column 2 = Calc, The total tip rule eligible for that employee to send or receive.  

o Column 3 = Send, The total amount that employee sent based on that rule.  

o Column 4 = Rec, The total amount received for that employee based on that rule.  

 
Tip Pool Rules: the bottom section displays the individual Tip Pool Rules set in efish.  

1. Rule Column = The Sender and the Receiver or Name of tip pool 

2. Pool Type = The type of rule that is set up, whether it is a sales calculation or a pool. 

3. Start Time & End Time = If there are certain times that the rule is set to start and end they will be displayed in these 2 

columns.  

4. Senders = Job Type of the contributing employee 

5. Receivers = Job Type of the Receiving employee 

6. Categories = specific sales category that the rule is based on, this may be set to All categories to include all sales.  

7. Percent = the percentage of the category that is contributed by the sender to the receiver. 
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Manual Adjustments outside of the Tipout Report: 

Deficit Tip Adjustments: You will need to make a manual, deficit tip adjustment when an employee’s cash 

sales are less than their net tips.  

Steps: 

1. On the Tipout Report determine the deficit tip amount that needs to be adjusted by comparing an 

employee’s cash sales to net tips.  

2. Navigate to Operations > Daily Journal (aka the efish landing page) > select the date and location > 

Labor Tab > Edit Labor 

3. Find the employee in the list and click on the number under “paid tips.” 

4. Click the [+ Icon] twice to add 2 line items. 

5. In the first line select “Credit Card Tips” enter the deficit amount as a negative number under “Paid” 
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6. In the second line select “Credit Card Tips” enter the deficit amount as a positive number under “W/H” 

then click Save. Don’t forget to scroll down and hit Save again on the edit labor pop up.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Manual Adjustments: Not every situation is currently automated. The following situations will need to be 

handled through a manual adjustment: 

1. Server has another employee help them with a large table 

2. Manager clocks out a ticket & needs to allocate tips to one or more employees 

 

Steps for Manual Adjustments 

1. Have the ticket with you which needs the tip adjusted. Determine how much you are going to take away from 

the employee who closed the ticket and how much you are going to add to the other employee(s). 

2. In efish [go to the correct date, select the labor tab, select edit labor] 
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3. Select the employee who closed the check (taking tips away from) and click on the number under the W/H 

tips column. This will generate a pop up detailing the tips for the employee for the day. 

 
 

4. With the pop-up window open: 

• Click on the [+]  

• Select Credit Card from the drop down. 

• Enter a 0 in the paid column. 

• In the W/H column enter the total amount of tips you are going to give to someone(s) else as a negative 

number. 

• Click [Save and Close.] 

5. Repeat the steps above for the employee(s) receiving the tip adjustment. 

 

REMEMBER TO HIT SAVE EVERY TIME! 
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This will not show up for the employee on the Tipout report. Only automated tips with rules will. However, as you can see 

in the pop up. The tip details for each employee are listed. These adjustments and the Tipout report numbers roll directly 

into your payroll processing. 

 


